Appendix A
Weigbts and Measures Laboratory
Testing and Calibration Frequenca aad Fee Schedule

Volumetric or
Prover Standard

Required Testing
end Calibration

Testing and

Storage Fee

Calibration Fee

FrequencXr

Prover - up to
gallons

annually

$30.00 each

Prover - from 6 to 49
gellons

annually

$100.00 each

Prcver - from 50 to

ar:nually

$200.00 each

of calibratiou
feey'one time charge

Pmver - over 400
gallons

every 5 years

$500.00 each

15% of calibration
fee/one time charge

LPG @ropane)
Prover, 25 gallons

every 5 years

$250.00 each

LPG @ropane)
Prover, 100 gallons

every 5 years

39

5

$2.00/day
15% of calibration
time charge

feey'one

I 5%

gallons

Miscellsreous
Standrrd: Diemeter
and Weight
Lott€ry Daily 3

15% of calibration
fee./one time charge

15% of calibration
time charge

$500.00 each

feey'one

Tasting and
Calibration Fee

Required Testing
and Calibration
f,'requency
Monthly

I

$25.00 per set of

l0

Storage Fee

None

balls
Lottery Cash 25

t

$50.00 per case of25
balls

Montblyl

None

Monthly testing and calibration frequency on lottery balls is set by the Lottery

Commission.

4

Mass or Weight
Standard

Required Tcsting
and Calibration
Frequency

Testing and
Calibration Fee

anngally

Weight cart or

$200.00 each

bugst'

Storage tr'ee

l5% of calibration
fee./one time charge

annrrally

$5.00 per weight

$2.00/day

annually

$10.00 per weight

15% of calibration
fee/one time charge

Weights from 500 to
1,999 pounds 3

annually

$30.00 per weight

15% of calibration
fee/one time charge

Weights over 2,000
pomds 3

Fixed location coal
load out weights,

$30.00 per weight

Weights under 20

poundf
Weights ftom 20 to
499 pormds

3

every5 years.
other weights,
annually
Pharmacy weight

kit

I

5% of calibration

feey'one

time charge

All

$50.00&it up to 16
weights. Additional
$5.00 per weight for
kits with more than

every 5 years

$2.OOiday

16 weights.

2 In addition to ttre calibration and
testing fee, there is an additional $20.00 adjusrment
fee on any weight cart or bugry needing adjustment.

3 In addition to the cslibration and testing
fee, there is an additional $ 10.00 adjusonent
fee per weight on any weight weighing betweecr I and 25 pounds needing adjustuent. On aoy
weight weigiing more than 25 pounds there is an additional $20.00 adjushent fee for each
weight needing adjustment.

5

